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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 54 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.1in.Americans readily
identify Muslim extremism as a viable threat to America. However, they ignore or remain unaware
of Christian extremism in the same context, despite the similarities in ideology that advocate
violence against Americans. For example, the motivation behind Eric Rudolphs bombing of the
Olympics in Atlanta in 1996 was to embarrass and punish the U. S. government for its pro-abortion
stance. This monograph explores what, if any, domestic terror threat Christian extremism poses
and follows the Constructivist approach: how ideas define structure, how this structure defines
interests, and how actors take action as a result. Initially focusing on the history and core beliefs of
the Christian Identity movement and radical fringes of Dominion and Reconstruction theology, this
monograph identifies two major underlying themes in Christian extremism. The first is racism
through the use of religion as an accelerant to promote violence. The second is religiously
motivated terrorism to support what is perceived as Gods will and law. In addition, this monograph
analyzes federal law enforcement action against Christian extremism through a series of case
studies that took...
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This publication will be worth purchasing. This is for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I discovered this publication from my
dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta

It in one of the best ebook. Yes, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an exceedingly straightforward way
in fact it is just following i finished reading through this book by which basically modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD-- Mr . Ma yna r d K essler  PhD
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